Correct errors in modifier placement, punctuation, parallelism, style, grammar, spelling and word usage. Some sentences may be correct. Add punctuation marks as needed.

1. Before getting their degrees schools should make sure students have basic computer skills.

2. Less than 100 students signed up this semester for Principals of Everyday Computing which is the easiest class in the Computer Science Department.

3. However other educators believe schools should beef-up their offerings in government.

4. The Center for American Studies contends that every student who graduates from high school should know the names of their Senators and what rights are included in the Bill of Rights.

5. Traveling at speeds up to 180 mph quaint villages flash by the windows of France’s high speed trains.

6. Every nation seems to have their own customs and rules about train travel.

7. Before boarding trains in Italy tickets must be stamped by a machine on the station platforms.

8. Investors who read *Smart Money* unfailingly make more money than those who don’t.

9. Born in Oklahoma Ziegler made his first million by the time he was 30.

10. A graduate of Oxford University Reynolds hoped the State Department would assign him to the American Embassy in London.

11. The retiring professor said he will fill his days with writing his autobiography and volunteer work with underprivileged children.

12. Buried under 5 feet of snow the airlines canceled all flights into the Denver airport.

13. The trustees decided not to grant pay raises which angered the faculty senate.

14. Party leaders hanged pictures of the dictator from every building.

15. After winning the lottery Janet Adams said she wanted a new Cadillac for herself and to set up a college fund for her children.

16. Although powered by a small diesel engine most drivers say the new Mercedes has enough acceleration to suit their needs.

17. Reporters are judged by their ability to write and whether they can find sources quickly.
18. Reporters who can write quickly get promoted.

19. The new editor plans a new design for the front page and to find ways to make the news more readable.

20. Before flooding the valley the graves of pioneers were moved to high ground.

21. The intern only interviewed one source for her story which angered her assignment editor.

22. Even the most superficial stories at least need two sources.

23. Born in rural Iowa Billingsly understood the plight of the family farmer.

24. Knowing her husband would be in prison for ten years Potter decided it was alright for her to use the internet to meet other men.

25. Knowing the source was lying the reporter decided not to write the story.

26. Flying into Portland the view of Mount Hood is breathtaking.

27. After being knocked unconscious for the eighth time the doctor told Kolowski he could never box again.